SURFACES
The subject matter is differential geometry but, as always in these workshops, we treat
those elementary concepts which lend themselves to the building of physical models
and their investigation through experiment.

Synopsis
On a 3-D solid the surface is what we can see. Surface is to solid in three dimensions
as perimeter is to closed curve in two.
The masterclass falls into five parts. Take the half-time break at the end of one of the
4 subsections in Part 2. Key to headings: Pupil experiment: the children work in
pairs. Class experiment: all contribute in a single activity.
You will need an OHP.
In Part 1 we survey the range of surfaces around us, who might study them and why.
In Part 2 we identify four mathematical properties and find surfaces which exhibit
them.
In Part 3 we turn that process around. We go through the seven surfaces studied in
Part 2 and see which properties they exhibit.
In Part 4 we see how we can render a 3-D surface in 2 by taking equally-spaced,
parallel slices.
In Part 5 the children compete to see which group can create the best approximation
to a non-developable curved surface using the restricted set of flat panels provided by
the Polydron Frameworks range.

Making choices
Part 2 is the core: the other parts serve that. You may wish to shorten Part 1 by
confining discussion to a few of the 18 cases listed. Part 3 you may omit altogether.
Part 5 consists of just one activity; since it comes at the end, you can judge how
much time to allow for it.

Part 1
materials needed

activity (Teacher demonstration/ Pupil experiment/Class
experiment)
E1 Teacher demonstration

Acetate B1

Display the acetate showing the view through a living room
window. In the foreground is a sofa with a cushion on it, and on
the window sill a figurine, a globe, a model yacht, a plant in a
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pot and a table lamp. Through the window one sees a parked
car and, behind that, a range of hills. Draw the children’s
attention to the different surfaces on display and the different
materials from which they are formed.
E2 Class experiment
Acetates B2-3

Now display the acetate (2 pages) listing 18 examples. The
children’s job is to suggest the profession of the person who
might ask the question in the last column. The penultimate
column has been left blank for you to write in their suggestions.
Here is the completed chart:

Example Example
number
1
The human
body

Material

2

The human
body

Fabric

Dressmaker/
Taylor

3

The
landscape

Vegetation

Geomorphologist

4

A mountain
landscape

Rock

Mountaineer

5

A pebble

Rock

Geomorphologist

6

The
landscape

Rock

Civil engineer

7

Shelter
(temporary)

Fabric

Tentmaker

Skin

Professional
Student
Anatomist

Question
How do the bones,
nerves and sinews
under the skin govern
the way it lies?
How can I cut this
piece of cloth
to make a dress/suit?
How has the land
been shaped by the
rock strata beneath it
and the work of ice,
wind and water upon
it?
How should I devise
my route so that my
team meets only firm
rock, good sites for
camps and the fewest
objective hazards?
Has transport by ice,
wind or water given
this pebble the shape
it has?
How can I design this
cutting and viaduct so
that the least amount
of rock has to be
moved from the first
to build the second?
How should I design
this high altitude tent
to be easy to erect,
dismantle and store,
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8

Shelter
(permanent)

Ferroconcrete,
steel, glass

Architect

9

Lampshade

Fabric

Interior designer

10

Umbrella

Fabric

Mechanical
engineer

11

Cardboard
box

Card

Paper engineer

12

Book
pop-up

Paper

Paper engineer

13

Car body

Steel

Coach builder

14

World map

Paper

Cartographer

15

Mechanism

Steel

Mechanical
engineer

16

Sculpture

Rock/Wood

Sculptor

17

Vase

Ceramic

Potter

18

Airship

Fabric

Aeronautical
engineer

and offer the least
resistance to the
wind?
How can I design this
building to admit the
most light?
How can I shape the
table lamps to match
the standard lamps?
How can I design the
opening and closing
linkage so that the
fabric is taut when
the umbrella opens?
How can I design the
pieces which make up
this box so that the
cutting ‘formes’ are
as simple as possible?
How can I design the
folds so that the popup is flat when the
book is closed but the
correct shape when
the book is open?
How can I design the
body to be light but
strong and
streamlined?
How can I represent
the curved globe on a
flat piece of paper?
How can I design the
bearing so that it
maintains good
contact as the joint
moves?
How can I use the
natural grain of the
material to produce
the shape I want?
How can I give this
new pot a profile
which is out of the
ordinary but elegant?
How can I design the
frame to be light but
not distort when the
airship experiences a
strong cross-wind?
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Part 2
Special property no. 1: Surfaces which slide on themselves
Acetates B4-6

E3 Teacher demonstration
Use acetates in red and blue to show how the following slide on
themselves. In the case of the plane, mark an origin and x- and y-axes.
a) A straight line: it can move in only 1 dimension.
b) A circle: it can move in the 2 dimensions of the plane, but is
confined to the arc.
c) A plane: it can move in any direction in its 2 dimensions.

Wood cylinder
in paper tube, x 1
Lénart sphere
+ cap, x 1
Briomec nut + bolt,
x1

Demonstrate by means of models how these slide on
themselves (other than in a single plane like a, b, c):
d) A cylinder.
e) A sphere.
f) A helicoid.
All can move freely in contact with a matching surface.
Ask for examples. [d: piston in engine cylinder, extending leg
on camera tripod, extending arm on JCB and in all other
industrial hydraulics e: shoulder joint, tow bar on car. f: nut and
bolt, worm gear.]

Special property no. 2: ‘Developable’ surfaces
E4 Pupil experiment
Polydron Sphera:

Ask the children to build (or have prepared, since it takes a lot
of time to build the models):
A A half-sphere.

4 1 8 spheres, x 15
4 1/4 circles, x 15
2 1 4 cylinders, x 15 B A half-cylinder.
4 1/4 circles, x 15
4 1 4 cones, x 15
C A cone.
4 1/4 circles, x 15
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Plain A4 sheet, x 15 Announce that you are about to give them sheets of paper to try
Plain A4 sheet, x 1 to bend so that they make point-for-point contact with each
Felt pen, x 1
surface. Point out that a sheet of paper cannot be distorted in
any way. Draw a letter ‘L’ on a sheet and explain that the right
angle between the 2 parts of the ‘L’ remains a right angle and
that the parts don’t change their lengths. Ask them to predict in
which of the 3 cases the fit will be possible.
The children perform the experiment.
Following this, ask them to say what it was about the way the
paper bent that made it impossible to accommodate A.
Polydron Sphera:
4 1 8 spheres, x 1
4 1/4 circles, x 1

E5 Teacher demonstration

Demonstrate with A the way in which lines appear in the paper
as soon as you introduce a bend. Point out that, for a sheet of
paper to fit a surface, the surface itself must contain straight
lines (‘rulings’), and that such a surface is therefore called a
‘ruled’ surface. If it is possible to fit a sheet of paper point-forpoint to a surface, tell the children that we say such a surface is
‘developable’.
Box for Guylian
Belgian Chocolate
Twists, x 1

Show the Guylian box flat, then folded to make its interesting
3-D shape.

Squashed drinks
can, x 1

Exhibit same. Ask the children whether they think the surface
is developable and why. [Since it was made by crumpling a
cylinder, and the cylinder is developable, then so is the result.]
E6 Teacher demonstration

3 cards as shown

3 volunteers face the class holding up the cards in this order:

This surface is developable.

therefore

This surface is ruled.

Ask the class if the two outer people can swap places
[Answer: No].
Tell them that one way round we have a theorem; the other way
round, its converse;
that a theorem may be true but its converse false.
String model
helicoid, x 1

Show that the helicoid is not developable by attempting to wrap
a model in paper. Point out nevertheless that it has rulings
going in one direction - it is singly ruled, like the cone, which
is developable.
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String model
hyperbolic
paraboloid, x 1

Show that the hyperbolic paraboloid is not developable by
attempting to wrap a model in paper. Point out nevertheless that
it has rulings going in two directions through every point - it is
doubly ruled, and that we know one such surface which is
developable: the plane.

E7 Pupil experiment
Filter paper disk,
Distribute standard filter paper disks.
15 cm diameter, x 15 Ask the children to imagine they’re back in their chemistry lab
and instruct them to fold the papers to fit funnels. Ask them to
study what they’ve made.
Filter paper disk,
Hand out another set of filter papers, this time with scissors.
15 cm diameter, x 15 The children are to snip a sector out of their papers whose
Scissors, x 15
angle they can choose. Discuss the results. [The bigger the
angle of the sector removed – thus the smaller the angle of the
sector left, the sharper the cone.] Ask them what angle they
effectively removed from their first paper when they folded it
without cutting. [ 180° ].
E8 Teacher demonstration
The children now know that the sphere is not a developable
surface. Introduce the problem of making maps for a world
atlas which fit the globe. Show the following solution to the
problem (but advise the children that others are generally used).
Inflatable globe,
30 cm diameter, x 1

Set an OHP at 5 m from the whiteboard. Hold an
inflatable globe up to the board so that the children can see the
shapes of the countries on the globe itself and as projected on
the screen. The point of this is to show the inevitable distortion.

Lénárt earth
projection, flat, x 1

Exhibit same.

Lénárt sphere with
above fitted, x 1
Acetate rectangle,
94 cm x 30 cm,
velcro strips on the
shorter edges, x 1
Dry-wipe pen, x 1

Enclose the Lénárt globe in an acetate cylinder.
The children are to imagine a strip light aligned along the axis
of the globe, projecting the shapes on to the enclosing cylinder.
Ask one volunteer to trace say Greenland, another Australia,
another Africa in dry-wipe pen. Unroll the cylinder, presenting
the result as a cylindrical projection of the world.
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Tell them that the relative areas of the countries are preserved –
the projection is equal area, though lengths and angles between
lines are not – the projection is not conformable.
Ask the children where the distortion is worst [Away from the
equator/at the Poles].
Point out that the inflatable globe is itself a cheat: it is made
from flat panels stuck together like orange peel slices.

Special property no. 3: ‘Ruled’ surfaces
The children now study ruled surfaces for their own sake.
Display a series of models made from string, including those
used in E6. Tell the children that they are going to generate two
of those surfaces themselves on a large scale. In place of the
wool threads, they will use ropes.
E9 Class experiment
2 m rope, x 8

8 children sit equally spaced around the circumference of a
circle, facing inwards and holding one end of a 2 m rope
against the floor at their feet. 8 partners stand facing them,
holding the other ends of the rope at shoulder height and at
arm’s length so that they stretch vertically and well clear of
their bodies The rest of the class observe from a distance. They
see that the ropes form an octagonal prism. Invite them to see
this as approximating to a cylinder.
Now, on your command, the inner circle of children pace left,
one space at a time, keeping the ropes taut. The company sees
the cylinder change into the shape of an apple core, the
hyperboloid. The experiment is repeated, the children pacing
right, thus demonstrating that two rulings pass through each
point in the surface.

Acetate B7

Put on the OHP an acetate showing cooling towers at a power
station. Explain their purpose. Tell the children that in the
concrete are straight steel rods set just like the ropes in their
model and corresponding to one of the two rulings.

Acetate B8
(upper figure)

Now display the acetate which explains the name hyperboloid.

Rotatable
hyperboloid with
string generators

Demonstrate same.

E10 Class experiment
7

4 m rope, x 12
Acetate B9

24 children work in 12 pairs. Each of the pair is responsible for
one end of a 4 m length of rope, which is to be kept taut and
therefore straight. Put the following acetate on the OHP
showing how the ropes are to be set out on the floor and woven
together. The children are paired as shown. They all begin at
floor level. Explain to them, however, that a different pairing
applies to the movement they will make on your command.
Pairs A and A’, 1 and 1’, etc. are to keep their rope ends at the
same height as they stand up. A, A’; 1, 1’ will end up with their
ends high in the air; F, F’; 6, 6’ will keep their rope ends on the
floor. Others will adjust the heights of their rope ends in
proportion to their distance from the people marking the
extremes; that is to say, ABCDEF, A’B’C’D’E’F’, 123456,
1’2’3’4’5’6’ will be straight lines.
The remaining children in the class are your assistants. Once
the 24 children are seated, they are to connect them with the
ropes. They do so for the 6 ‘vertical’ pairs, then weave
the ‘horizontal’ set of ropes through them (or vice versa).
The result should be a saddle, or hyperbolic paraboloid.

Acetate B10

Ask the children to look out for roofs of that shape, but point
out that they see it every time they burn the toast or eat a crisp
(illustrated).

Acetate B8
(lower figure)

Display the acetate which explains the name.
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A

B

C

D

E

F
6’

1
0.5 m
2

5’

3

4’

4

3’

5

2’

6

1’

F’

E’

D’

C’

B’

A’

E11 Teacher demonstration
Device described,
x1

Exhibit a patent device consisting of a solid hemisphere the
size of a paper weight with part of a cylinder cut vertically
from it. Ask the children what they think it’s for.
[Holding a sheet of paper by the side of a keyboard, to be
consulted or copied.] Ask them why it works. [The doubly
ruled plane of the flat sheet of paper is converted into the singly
ruled cylinder. The sheet of paper has lost a second ruling
about which it could bend.]

Special property no. 4: ‘Minimal’ surfaces
Introduce the topic somewhat as follows.
We start with a boundary. The boundary is the border of a
surface which is to have the least possible surface area. How do
we find out what shape this is? The answer in general is “With
great difficulty”. But we don’t have to. We can use physics to
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model the situation. (Such experiments, in which we are not
investigating the physics itself but using it to solve a
mathematical problem, are called analogue experiments. An
analogy is a comparison. When we compare two things we use
one to model the other. When people say their watch has an
analogue as opposed to a digital display, they mean that the
number of hours which have passed are modelled by the angle
between the hour hand and twelve o’clock.) We shall use a film
of soap. The energy needed to make a soap film is proportional
to its surface area. Nature uses the least amount of energy and
therefore creates a film with the least possible area.
E12 Teacher demonstration
Tub of water with
detergent, x 1
Wire ring, 4 cm
diameter on handle,
x 2,
Kubik Bubbles:
square + handle,
x2

Length of chain,
x1

You have a tub of soapy water into which you can dip the
items listed.
Ask the children to predict the results when these are
withdrawn from the water:
(1) A single ring. [Disk].
(2a) Two parallel rings a ring diameter apart. [Two parallel
disks].
(2b) Two parallel rings which begin in contact and are slowly
separated. [An apple core shape].
Point out that this is not in fact the hyperboloid, made in
E10, which was the result of rotating a hyperbola, but the
catenoid, a shape made by rotating a catenary, the shape of a
hanging chain. Demonstrate.
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Suggest that (in E13) the children:
1. repeat (2b) with squares like the ones you are exhibiting,
2. join straws to make a single polygon which is not flat but
comes out in the third dimension (a skew polygon).
3. build a complete cube, dip it in the water, then pop selected
faces with a dry finger.
In certain cases they will obtain a saddle. Point out that this one
is not in fact the hyperbolic paraboloid studied in Part 2.
E13 Pupil experiment
Tub of water with
detergent, x 15
Kubik Bubbles:
13 straws (one for
handle), 12 3-way
perpendicular
connectors, x 15

Give each pair the apparatus listed.
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E14 Teacher demonstration
Tub as above, x 1
Apparatus as
described, x 1

Take a model consisting of a clear cylinder open at both ends
with rods at 2 different heights, and in perpendicular planes,
passing diametrically through it. Submerge and withdraw.
Display the resulting helicoid, tracing a helix on the cylinder.

Model corkscrew
staircase, x 1
Acetate showing
real same

Exhibit both.

If you’re lucky enough to have access to a real corkscrew
staircase, use it.
Ask the children to recall running up a corkscrew staircase to
the top of a tower. Keeping to the centres of the steps, the
gradient was constant. What was it best to do when they got
tired: run in towards the centre or out towards the wall?

Acetate B11

Display the acetate showing an aerial view of a child and two
friends climbing a spiral staircase. ‘Blue’ keeps to the outer
edge, walking a long way but following an easy gradient; ‘Red’
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keeps to the inner edge, a shorter but steeper way. ‘Green’
generally keeps to the middle. The slope eases when s/he veers
to the right, increases when s/he veers to the left. Ask the
children to imagine that the steps are infinitesimally small so
that the three are walking on a smooth surface. NE-SW the
surface has a convex bend; NW-SE, an equal concave bend.
Point out this is characteristic of all minimal surfaces:
At every point there are two, perpendicular directions in which
the curvature is greatest; in these two directions the surface
bends equally but opposite ways. (The plane is a limiting case
in which there are no bends in any direction.)
E15 Teacher demonstration
Acetate B12

Offer the children the following intuitive way of seeing why
the helicoid must be a minimal surface.
A helix is a straight line wrapped around a cylinder. It is a 3dimensional curve, a space curve.
Because a straight line is the shortest distance between two
points in the plane, a helix is the shortest distance between two
points on the cylinder.
Here AF becomes a helix of one turn on a thin cylinder; BG a
helix of one turn on a fatter, concentric cylinder; CH a helix of
one turn on a fatter cylinder still; and so on.
Imagine that each helix is not a space curve but a thin ribbon
and that each ribbon is stitched along its edges to its neighbours
on either side.
Now let the ribbons become infinitesimally thin, and their
number correspondingly large, and you have a smooth surface,
a helicoid.
Since each helix follows the shortest route between its ends,
each ribbon shows the surface of least area between its edges,
and all the ribbons together the surface of least area between
the innermost edge and the outermost edge.
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Part 3
Acetate B12

Surface

Does it
slide on
itself?
plane
Yes
cylinder
Yes
cone
Yes
sphere
Yes
helicoid
Yes
hyperboloid No
hyperbolic No
paraboloid

Project this summary table as an acetate and ask the class to
help complete it. [The correct entries are given below.]

Is it
Is it
developabe? singly
ruled?
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

Is it
doubly
ruled?
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Is it
minimal?*
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

* given the appropriate boundary/ies in each case

Part 4
E16 Teacher demonstration
Sliced loaf, x 1

Exhibit a sliced loaf. Show how, taken in sequence, the 2-D
shapes of the equally-spaced cross-sections capture its 3-D
shape. Tell the children that doctors use scanning techniques to
reveal such sections of an object in the human body – for
example a dangerous tumour in the brain, and thus discover its
shape and size. The technology is called tomography.
Tell the children that you can also build up a solid by stacking
layers and that this is what is done in ‘3-D printing’.

‘Sliceforms’
author: John Sharp,
publisher: Tarquin,
x1

Show and recommend this book.

Model as described, Now show a topographic example, the model of an island
x1
sliced along contour lines.
String hyperbolic
paraboloid, x 1
Card with slit, x 1

Bring out the string model of the hyperbolic paraboloid again,
this time to represent a mountain pass. Section it using the slit
in a card laid across the OHP platen. Show contours,
corresponding to the hyperbolas. Also set the card at right
angles to make transects through the landscape, corresponding
to the parabolas.
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Acetates B13-16

Superimpose 4 acetates on the OHP, with closed curves of
decreasing area, forming a contour map. Move them around to
vary the topography. In each case ask the children to compare
the steepness of the land in two directions indicated.

Acetate B17

Display the acetate which shows two contrasting cases,
introducing the ratio called gradient, whose values distinguish
them.
Mention surfaces representing the areal distribution of
quantities other than land height. Ask the children what these
contours show: isobar, isohyet, isotherm. [Lines of equal
pressure, rainfall, temperature respectively].

Part 5
Present the challenge in these terms.
Single models
as text

E17 Teacher demonstration
The children have studied developable surfaces, e.g. the cone.
Since these can be made from flat sheets, rough
approximations by flat panels can be made by folding a tiling
of equilateral triangles - though admittedly only 3, 4 or 5
rulings can be used. [Demonstrate.]
The children know that the sphere is not developable.
Nevertheless, the regular and semi-regular polyhedra
approximate it pretty well. [Exhibit 5.6 2 : the football.]
We can cut the sphere by a small circle and introduce a
cylinder to produce the shape of a light bulb. [Exhibit the
corresponding hybrid 3.4.5.4 / 4 2.10 ]. We can cut the sphere
by two congruent parallel small circles and omit the central
zone to produce a lens shape. [Exhibit 3.4.5.4 treated in this
way.]

Acetate B18

But what about this? [Show B18, the bell.] Or this? [Exhibit the
string hyperbolic paraboloid.]
Point out that the illusion of a 3-D surface in computer
animation is created by building it from tiny polygonal panels.

Stock of
Polydron
Framework
pieces

E18 Pupil experiment
Working in teams of around 4, and using any flat Polydron
pieces they like, the children are to make a good approximation
to a shape which is not developable, like the bell or the saddle.
The results are exhibited and judged by a show of hands.
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B1
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B2-3

Example Example
number
1
The human
body

Material

2

The human
body

Fabric

Dressmaker/
Taylor

3

The
landscape

Vegetation

Geomorphologist

4

A mountain
landscape

Rock

Mountaineer

5

A pebble

Rock

Geomorphologist

6

The
landscape

Rock

Civil engineer

7

Shelter
(temporary)

Fabric

Tentmaker

8

Shelter
(permanent)

Ferroconcrete,
steel, glass

Architect

9

Lampshade

Fabric

Interior designer

Skin

Professional
Student
Anatomist

Question
How do the bones,
nerves and sinews
under the skin govern
the way it lies?
How can I cut this
piece of cloth
to make a dress/suit?
How has the land
been shaped by the
rock strata beneath it
and the work of ice,
wind and water upon
it?
How should I devise
my route so that my
team meets only firm
rock, good sites for
camps and the fewest
objective hazards?
Has transport by ice,
wind or water given
this pebble the shape
it has?
How can I design this
cutting and viaduct so
that the least amount
of rock has to be
moved from the first
to build the second?
How should I design
this high altitude tent
to be easy to erect,
dismantle and store,
and offer the least
resistance to the
wind?
How can I design this
building to admit the
most light?
How can I minimise
17

10

Umbrella

Fabric

Mechanical
engineer

11

Cardboard
box

Card

Paper engineer

12

Book
pop-up

Paper

Paper engineer

13

Car body

Steel

Coach builder

14

World map

Paper

Cartographer

15

Mechanism

Steel

Mechanical
engineer

16

Sculpture

Rock/Wood

Sculptor

17

Vase

Ceramic

Potter

18

Airship

Fabric

Aeronautical
engineer

the amount of silk I
use in my
lampshade?
How can I design the
opening and closing
linkage so that the
fabric is taut when
the umbrella opens?
How can I design the
pieces which make up
this box so that the
cutting ‘formes’ are
as simple as possible?
How can I design the
folds so that the popup is flat when the
book is closed but the
correct shape when
the book is open?
How can I design the
body to be light but
strong and
streamlined?
How can I represent
the curved globe on a
flat piece of paper?
How can I design the
bearing so that it
maintains good
contact as the joint
moves?
How can I use the
natural grain of the
material to produce
the shape I want?
How can I give this
new pot a profile
which is out of the
ordinary but elegant?
How can I design the
frame to be light but
not distort when the
zeppelin flies into a
strong headwind?
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B4-6

y
y
x
x
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B7

20

B8

By rotating the hyperbola
about the black axis
you generate the hyperboloid.
This one is distinguished as
the hyperboloid of one sheet
because, if you rotate the hyperbola
about the red axis,
you get a surface with two separate

In this surface
hyperbolas are picked out
in yellow,
parabolas in purple.
The name of the surface,
the hyperbolic paraboloid,
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B9

A

B

C

D

E

F
6’

1
0.5 m
2

5’

3

4’

4

3’

5

2’

6

1’

F’

E’

D’

C’

B’

A’
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B10

23

B11
Your green self and your blue and red friends are climbing a spiral staircase which
ascends anticlockwise. The arrows show directions of climb. The thumbnail transects
show the gradients experienced.
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B12
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B13
Surface

Does it
slide on
itself?

Is it
Is it
developabe? singly
ruled?

Is it
doubly
ruled?

Is it
minimal?

plane
cylinder
cone
sphere
helicoid
hyperboloid
hyperbolic
paraboloid
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B14-17, 18
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B19
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